On the restabilization of protein-covered latex colloids at high ionic strengths.
Recent experiments on restabilization of protein-covered latex colloids at high ionic strengths reported by Lopez-Leon et al.(1) revealed strong specific anion effects. The same authors also emphasized that a recent polarization model, which involves both hydration and double layer forces, can account only for some of their experimental results but are in disagreement with other experimental results. The aim of the present paper is to show that most experimental results of ref 1 can be described, more than qualitatively, when the association equilibria for all the ions (with both the acidic and basic sites of the protein) are taken into account. As the traditional Poisson-Boltzmann approach, the polarization model neglects additional interactions between ions, and ions and surfaces, not included in the "mean field" electrical potential; therefore, a complete quantitative agreement should not be expected. While many of the discrepancies between calculations and experiment occur at low ionic strengths (10(-)(4)-10(-)(2) M), in the range of validity of the traditional DLVO theory, the latter can neither explain them. It is suggested that the structural modifications of the protein configuration induced by the electrolyte are responsible for some of the disagreements between experiment and calculations.